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• Th:~Qll:JL1)~~! opened the first meetinc; of the sixt:i sossi.on by welcoming 

tlie · members of the Sub--Committee. ·He said that he ~hoped : the ·work 1-rnuld- proceed in 

the sE-.rn0· -·spiri t of co··•operation arid understandins---as had 9:.:-availecl at the other 

sessio·:rn and · that he regarded his aJ.ecticn ·as a tribute -to his co1L11trJ and te- his 

predec3ssor. 

By it.s v0"E~- ~ntu:::e, outer spo.cc uas a logical· a:r.:·9l'la f'.o:r co-:or,er·a·'.;io:1 in spit.:: 

of -~,he ma~y t0chr.ic;ul a2.1d rnili t8.ry p1'oblems it :caistd. I:--1.tornatio:1.al lau had always 

!J.c.d. as its prin.ary object the reconciliation of divergent a."'ld ofte:n conflictjng· • 

interests. At the came time, hu:.n.an ingenuity had creat8r'i. forces :whose co.nti~ol nas 

iridispense:ole a:1u. urgei .. tly necessary and the Sub...;.Conrnh ttee would hav0.. _to attempt. to 

cLeYiso s±,:ilcific ruies applicable to the law- of 0 1itor space. It was encouraging to -

see that th9 Sub-•Commi t 'cee I s deliberations had led to the a 1loption by the Gencr2.l • 

Assembly ·· of resolution . 2222 (XXI) to which ·was annexed the Treaty -or.t .. Frinciples 

Go·fe:cni:1g: the. -Activities of Statss t~ the · E:x:plol'aticn arld Us9 • o:f Outer Space; 

includ5.ng the Noon and Ot;:ler Celestial Eodies,; e. Treaty that had. so fa.:c- bee~) · ct3,.1ect· 

b;y- more -than 3o·· cov.:1t:;:-ies • 

• , Tb.c :g-rowing ·,scope of activities . in outer space -and 'the remarkable c.ch1':l--rements 

i.n the· ·· fi~J.c'l.s of cor!lrnv.nica tions, rn'3 teorology; naviga ti 011. 3nd medical •and -biolcgiCa:l

resea2.~c~ ;_ c;o nc.me · but a :'aw - ::iade it; urger.it to codify qucfst-:ions· · of li~,bilit;y' fur · 

a.ama:ge ·_ caused' by >t~\e launching of object~ into ou.te:r spacg. It ,m:.~ tberefo::ra cnly 

• 'hatura1· thp;t a 'd.::.~aft e.g,~eetnen t on liability for damage · should be a.n - ite::ii en the 

-c1.gonda, Ago,in, the tragic death of seve:cal 8.strona.u.ts had sho1-m that -3p"e,ce 

• explorat~.oi, ·i,a,;:; not without its dangers and · that · there w.::.s necd -::foi' all ' the 

assista!1ce ·_ tha·~ -the - i:nterna·~ional co:!lmU..'1.i'ty • could ··provide 0 • It was -tbe:::-efore logicaJ. 

-· that - there should also ·be an agenda··· i tern en-' th8 drn.f'tirie; of aii -·ug::-"o,errej,j_i; on 

a.zc·istanco to ' a:nG.. return of -astronauts and space vehicles. 

'I1he -Legal Sub-Comm.ittee • had also be~ri asked . in - resoli.ition 2222 (XXI) to consi,dc:,! 

questions rAJe.tL"e to tlle - defini•tion of outer · space and tJ:ie · utilization of oute'i-

space and ceies tial bodie's' including the -vari'dus implications of ' sI)ace communica-

• '(;ions. on· those mo.tters it would · be able to· benefit from 'the advice of ' the 

S<.;iei-.itific -·nn.cl Technice.l ' Sub--Commi tte'e~ - : 
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The provisional agenda, which reflected the tasks assigned to_ the Sub-Committee 

under General Assembly resolution 2222 (XXI), did not lay down any priorities for 

the consideration of the various items. The Sub-Committee would therefore have to 

take a decision on that point, and on the possible establishment of working groups 

to consider the two draft agreements proposed. It would also have to be borne in 

mind that, in view of the calendar of conferences at the Geneva Office, the Sub~ 

Committee would only be able to hold one meeting a day. 

Inasmuch as the provisional agenda had been. determined by the General Assembly 

and by the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, he suggested that the 

Sub-Committee should adopt it. 

It was so decided. 

Mr. WATTLES (Secretariat) said that he wished to convey the regrets of the 

Legal Counsel, who had to remain at Headquarters, at not being ab.J..e to attend the 

meetings of the Sub-Committee until the latter part of the session. 

The CH.AIRl\il.AN suggested that the Sub~Committee should now decide on the 

order of priority of the various agenda items and on the question of establishing 

working groups. 

Mr. REIS (United States of America) pointed out that the work of the 

Sub-Committee's fifth session had ended in a magnificent achievement, namely the 

signature in early 1967 of the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of 

States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other 

Celestial Bodies. That rapid success showed that whenever the Sub-Committee lent 

its best efforts to serving the general welfare it was possible to find common grour.d 

· for agreement. 

The Treaty signed on 27 January 1967 was amilestone in the progressive develop

ment of ·international law . . It should reduce the danger of conflict and promote 

world-wide co-operation in the newest area of human activity. The record also showed 

that the development of international law was possible even in the midst of serious 

divergencies of international policy. The task of the present session should be to 

go forward by building upon the principles laid down in the Treaty. 

One question in particular deserved thorough consideration - liability for 

damage caused by the launching of objects into outer space. As the number of space 

launchings increased, accidents could unfortunately be expected to occur. The new 

Treaty recognized that parties injured as a result of launchings should have 

appropriate remedies. 
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It would be recalled that at the fifth session of the Sub~Committee in July 

1966 a number of delegations had emphasized that the need to draft two agreements, 

dealing respectively with liability and assistance to astronauts, should not be lost 

sight of. Indeed, the representative of India had suggested that the Treaty on Outer 

Space should enter into force at the same time as the detailed agreements on 

liability and assistance to astronauts, and although that link had not in the end 

been,provided, the members of the Sub-Committee generally recognized the merits Of 

that emphasis. Moreover the General Assembly, in resolution 2222 (XXI), had requested• 

that the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space should "continue its work on 

the elaboration of an agreement on liability••• and an agreement on assistance to 

and return of astronauts". 

At the last session of the full Committee, the delegations of India, Lebanon, 

Belgium, France and the United Kingdom had expressed the view that progress in 

working out an agreement on liability had been too slow, and the representative of 

the USSR, after stating that the question of assistance to and return of astronauts 

sb.ouJ.d be one of the first to be considered, had immediately gone on to say that work 

should also be continued on the elaboration of an agreement on liability . . Lastly, 

the provisional agenda for the present session of the Legal Sub-Committee 

(A/Ac.105/c.2/1.17 and Corr.1) mentioned the question of liability first, and that 

was in keeping with the priori ties suggested by resolution 2222 (XXI). • • 

At the first session of the Legal Sub-Committee the United States delegation had 

put forward a number of basic principles which it believed should be included lll ah 
agreement on liability for space vehicle accidents (A/5181, annex III, . section D), 

and i:n. 1963 and 1964 :Belgium and Hungary had also introduced proposals on the . same 

question . . · .At ,an . appropriate time the United States delegation would submit a new 

Q~aft for consideration by the Sub-Committee. 

The United States delegation was also prepared - in the words :of . resolution 

2222 (XXI) - "to ., begin at the same time the study of q_uestions reiative to the 

definition of outer space and the utilization of outer space and celestial bodies". 

It felt that, while much technical information was required for 'consideration of the 

question of definition; :legal considerati::ms predominated in the study of that topic. 

0:1 . th~ other hand, in the · matter of the utilization of outer space, technical 

r.: '",:'~sidoJ.>ationa would be of paramount importance at the outset. 
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· He noted that the French delegation also felt it necessary to stress t~e 

distinction between i tern 4(a) (The definition of outer space) and (b) (The 

utilization- of outer space and celestial bodies, including the various implications 

of space communications) of the agenda. At the forty-eighth meeting of the Committee 

the representative of France had said that discussion on the question of definition 

should begin in the Legal Sub-Committee and continue in the Scientific and Technical 

Sub-Committee, while on the question of utilization the Legal Sub-Committee should 

simply open the discussion with a general debate designed to state the problem 

clearly without attempting to seek formal conclusions. 

In view of the heavy workload before • the Sub-Committee the United States 

delegation was sorry to learn that the Sub-Committee could hold only one meeting a 

day. It asked the Chairman · and the Secretary of the Sub.:..Commi ttee to ascertain 

what possibilities there were for more frequent meetings. That was all the more 

necessary as some delegations, which had been guided by an estimate . made by the 

Chairman'. .of the Outer Space Cammi titee, would ' only be able t o remain in Geneva for 

three weeks. 

Mr. WATTLES (Secretariat) recalled that, when the Sub-Committee had decided 

to hold its session at ueneva, it had been informed of the circumstances under which 

it would have to work. The matter would be raisec. with the Geneva .Office, but he 

doubted whether . anything could be done. In any event, if the Sub-Committee did 

decide · to meet more than once a day, it would. have to resign itself to doing so 

without interpreters and outside the Palais des Nations. 

The CHAIRMAN promise~ that he too would endeavour to assist the Sub

committee. He wished to draw the United States representative's attention to the 

fact that the Secretary-General had stated in his note to the members 'of the 

Sub-Committee that the meetings would last from three to four weeks. 

Mr. PIRADOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), · referring to the 

question of the order in which .the agenda items should be dealt with 1 said that, in 

the opinion of his delegation,. the i tern concerning assistance · to astronauts should 

be given :.Priority. The accidents that had ·recentiy occurred in the United States 

and the '.USSR gave added urgency to that item. Nevertlieless, his delegation did not 

deny the importance of the problem of liability .for damage caused by objects launched 

into outer space. 
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M"":'. RENO~ARD (France} said that his 'delegation saw no difficulty in giving 

priority to either item 2 (Draft agreement on liability fo:c damages caused by objects 

launched into outer spaee) or i tern 3 (Draft agreement on assistance to and .return of 

astronauts -and space vehicles). However, he wished to point out :the importance 

which, in his delegation's view, should be attached to agenda item 4. ·While it was 

true that the Legal Sub-Committee could do no more that state the problem and refer 

it to the Scientific a21d Technical Sub-Cammi ttee, that d·id ··not' :mean that the i tern 

shsmld b9 considered hurriedly. His delegation would therefo're' ··like it to be dealt 

with not towards the end of the session, but half-way through-the second week~ 

, M!:_. CO~CA (Argentina) said that, in order to determine whether i tern ·2 shoul< 

be considered before item 3 or vice versa, it might be a good idea to consider which 

of the proposed draft agreements would more quickly secu:re the.widest acceptance. 

The Sub-Commit~ee would then have to approach the problem in its entirety. It had a 

clear duty to do so, for man .' s pene.tra tion of outer space must take place under the 

rule of -law. On . the other hand, in view of the very many technical problems involved 

in the cons:dderation of agenda i tern 4, there was no doubt that the varlous competent 

organs would often have-to be consulted. In particular, : the-International 

Telecommunication Union wouJ.d have to provide information · on the frequencies used by 

the numerous artificial satellites and indicate the stage: at which saturation might _ 

occur • . _ Again, the United Nci, tions . Educational, Scientific· and Cultural _Organization 

would have .a say in any question concerning the cultural aspects of _the utilization 

of outer space. 

Th_e legal work done by the United Nations · in the field of .outer .space had 

greatly helped to bridge the gc1,:p between law and technology in that field. What 

,,as more, the Jann2.ry 1967 treaty had an exemplary character in that it actually 

miticipated technical or political events, and that was probably the first time - such 
. • . { ~' 

a thing had happened. · However, one could riot but feel somewhat uneasy at the extent 

of J.;he responsibilities that had th_us been assume·d. The Legal Sub-Committee ·must in 

its _future work never allow itself to forget that the principles it had already laid 

down enimiled the fol],:owing consequences. 

Firs_t~ the h1t~r;national community from now on possessec. a written law 6i' outer 

£pace whicll, far reasons of time and procedure, was not yet· positive law vaii'a!-for 

all legal systems, but: was nonetheless valid for every 'inhabitant of the globe 

considered independently of such systems. 
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Secondly, the international community ·had recognized the existence of. a new 

subject of international law, namely, mankind itself, and had created a jus 

humani ta tis. 

Thirdly, the i~ternational community had, in the person of the astronauts 

appointed envoys of mankind in outer space. 

Fourthly, the international community had endowed that new subject of 

international law - mankind - with the vastest common property (res communis 

humanitatis) which the human mind could at presen'.t con·ce'ive of, namely, outer space 
' . • . · : . 

i t_self, including the Moon and the other celest:fa.i bodies. 

Those four basic facts and the responsibilities they implied -must at no time be 

lost s:i,ght of. 

Mr. KRISHNA RAO (India) expressed surprise that the order in which the 

agenda items should be discussed could give rise to debate. The two draft agreements 

before the Sub-Committee were of equal importance, and there was ·no reason why they 

should not be examined simultaneously by two working groups established for that 

purpose. He ~oped _that the United States and Soviet Union representatives would. 

agree to that idea. Until the two draft agreements had been finalized and adopted, 

articles v, VI and VII of the Treaty on Outer Space, the articles relating to 

assi_stance and lic1.bili ty would remain a dead letter. 

The . Treaty on Out~r Space, however encouraging, did not entirely satisfy his 
. . 

delegation, which would have liked it to include pro~isions gu~ranteeing the use of 

outer space f:or non-military purposes. 

Mr. AMBROSINI (Italy) said he was afraid that the Sub-Committee would be 

unable t9 complete its_ agenda, which was complex: and clearly over-loaded: it had 
• . . : . 

,.:too little time and :i, ts session w_as taking place at a time of year that was not very 

favourable•. While there was some hope of early results on the que's-tion of liability, 

op • which much ~ork had already been done, it would be idle to suppose ··that the item 
• . ~ ' 

on quest~ons relating to the definition of outer space and the utilization of outer 

space ·and celestial bodies could be examined quickly. They wouid have to be studied 

without undue haste and with great care if the decisions that might be reached 
~. ' 

. . 

r~garding them were to be of practic~l ben.efi t to mankind. The definition o:f outer 

space was a difficult task, which would require the Sub-Committee to •' ~onsul t the 

Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee and base itseif on practical ±ather than 
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theoretical considerations. So far as the question of the utilization of outer 

space and celestial bodies was concerned, the time had come to consider regulating 

it in order to obviate risks of friction and mutual interference; the nee~.for 

action in that field was underlined by the orbiting of communication satellites. 

Increasing use would no doubt be made of outer space, and it was already clear · 

that the problem was essentially a practical one. It might even be necessary to 

consider the creation of a separate body to supervise the implementation of measures 

adopted to regulate outer space activities. In view of the complexity of those 

questions, he hoped that the Sub-Committee could look to the Chairman for guidance 

and enlightenment. 

The ·CHAIRMAN agreed that the Sub-Committee ·was meeting at a bad time of 

year; unfortunately, the date chosen had been the only one possible. It would· 

clearly be desirable in future for the necessary arrangements to be made longer in 

advance, in order that more suitable dates might be chosen~ 

Mr. RIHA(Czechoslovakia) observed that the two matters referred to in 

agenda items 2 and 3 were not new to the Sub-Committee, which had dealt with them 

in the past. There was no doubt that mcst countries were vitally interested in the 

solution of the problems to be settled in the two draft agreements. If one of them 

had to be given priority, it would be preferable, in view of the tragic events which 

had cost the lives of astronauts of two space powers, if progress could first be made 
' 

on the draft agreement on assistance (agenda item 3). As to agenda item 4, his 

delegation was prepared to co-operate fully in the drafting of any new texts which 

might be considered necessary. 

Miss GUTTERIDGE (United Kingdom) said that it would certainly be useful to 

focus efforts on the items which were most likely to produce positive .results. ' 

Moreover, that was what the Sub-Committee had done before, when it had set aside all 

the other matters it had had in hand - namely the two draft agreements on the agenda 

for the current session - and had concentrated on its consideration of the Treaty on 

Outer Space. 

The draft agreement on assistance had already been discussed at length and 

therefore it might be possible to devote less time to it. 

·While all the legal issues involved in the draft agreement en liability had been 

examined, there was as yet no agreement on a unified text. Therefore most of the 
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time available should be devoted to that question in _the hope that the Sub-Committee 

could produce a satisfactory and detailed d~aft which would define and develop the · 

very general provisions in article VI of.the Treaty. 

By giving priority to the question of _liability, . she was, of ..:ourse, not 

ignor.ing the importance of the other i terns . on the agenda, but she thought it was 

tL~lUrnly _that the _ Sub-Committee could arrive . at a satisfactory definition of the 

limi_ts of outer space at the present session. The Sub-Cammi ttee had to consider 

for what purpose .a definition of outer s~ace .was needed. It would have to consider 

the various defin:i. tions which had already been suggested; some of the defini ti'ons • 

which her delegation had examined seemed to be based on criteria which required 

consideration from the scientific point of view, for which the assistance of the 

Scientific . and Technical Sub~Committee would be needed. Agenda item 4 (b), on the 

utilization of outer spac~ ._ and celestial bodies, was also a scientific and technical 

issue which, after a prelimina~ ciiscussion in the Sub-Com_mittee, would probably 

have to be referred to the Scientific and Technical Sub-Commi t_-:1:;ee. 
' _-., . 

. Mr. OSMAN (United A~ah Republic) recalled that the question of p;dori ties . 

had ccl.us.~d_ .P:S?blems'- on several occasions in the past. Accordingly, _it wpuld perhaps 
. 1 . . • . .. ' .• • • ~· • . 

be advisable to follow the procedure used in 1965 and to suspend .the meeting :for a ._. 

few minutes. That would enable delegations to settle the pro bl.em by informal 

consultations. 

Mr. PICK (C~ada) pointed out that since the Sub-Committee could only have 

one meeting a day, it was important for its work t .o go forward as quickly as 

possible. The best solution might be to take up the dra:ft agreement on assistance 

J? anq return of astronauts and space vehicl_~:P ,first, for, in view of the tragic 

accidents whi~h had occurred recently, that iss~e seemed more pressing than agenda - . 
. . : . • 

item 2. Furthermore, it woulc;l pr◊babl..y raise less p:roblems than the question of 
. . ! . • 

liability which, in Canada _ for example, was cov:er_ed by very complex and differing 

provisions in the two legal systems of the.country. However, his delegation had 

no strong :feelings en the matter and it was prepared to agree to a suspension of the 

meeting. · 

Mr. OTSUKA (Japan) supported the prpposal of the representative of the 

United Arab Re,public. He would therefore postpqne the statement which he _ had been 

about to make. 
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Mr. BAL (Belgium) said that his delegation, which had submitted a draft 

convention on liability some time previously, was particularly interested in the 

order in which items would be taken up. 

There were two possible formulas: either the Sub-Committee could take up the 

draft agreement on liability first, or it could consider that draft agreement 

concurrently with the draft agreement on assistance to astronauts and space vehicles. 

While his delegation was fiexible on the matter, it thought that it would be 

difficult to say in advance ·exactly how long the discussion on each of the items 

would last. However, they should both be given adequate attention so that 

substantial progress could be made in both fie'1.d·s. • The fact that both questions 

were mentioned in the same paragraph of General Assembly resolution 2222 . (XXI), 

which thus showed that the ·-Assembly attached equal importance to .them, was, moreover, 

consistent with practical considerations. 

His delegation in no way disputed the importance of the draft agreement on 

assistance to and return of astronauts and apace vehicles, and deplored the tragic 

accidents which had recently occurred. However, in view of the progress of space 

technology, the simple probabilities indicated that the risk of -accident would 

inevitably increase. In any case, the question of assistance to astronauts should 

not be given more importance than that of liability for damage. Moreover, it must 

be borne in mind that the provisions of the 1967 Treaty were rather vague. It was 

necessary to define the norms required for separate conventions. In practice, it 

should also be possible to take account of the wishes of the French delegation. 

In conclusion, he hoped that a solution might be found and that his comments 

would be taken into account during the consultations proposed by the representative 

of the United Arab Republic. 

The meeting was suspended at 4.50 p.m. and resumed at 5.10 p.m, 

The CHAIRMAN said that, as a result of the consultations just held, the 

following arrangement had been arrived at. The next three meetings would be devoted 

to the draft agreement on assistance (agenda item 3) and the following three 

meetings to the dra~t agreement ori liability (agenda item 2). The Sub-Committee 

would then revert to the draft agreement on assistance for three further meetings 

and thereafter to the draft agreement on liability for three meetings. Two working 

groups would be established, one for each of the draft agreements. However, the 
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working after agenda i terns .2 and 3 had been 

discussed by the p'lenarY Sitb...:Committee. 

When it had concluded its consideration of those items, the Sub-Committe~ would 

then hold a general discussion on agenda item 4, for a maximum of three meetings, 

during which delegations wouldl:i.ave to bear in mind the possil:Jility that certain 

m:.ttors uould have to be referred. to the · Scientific _and Technical Sub-Cammi ttee. 

Once it had concluded. :;..ts considerati'on of agenda item 4, the Sub-Committee woul'd 

i•evert to a.genda i terns :2 and 3 alternatively until the end of its session • 

. He suggested that the 'sub-Committee should adopt the .arrangement he had outlined 

which · ~~emed to be 'acceptable to all, 
.. 

_It '1'7~0 de'cided, 




